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Review IssueDecoding the BrainThe brain holds a unique mystique. Thought, memory, and consciousness have long fasci-
nated humankind yet for millennia have eluded scientific analysis. Cell’s own journey in
discovering the brain has evolved with the state-of-the-art approaches over time—from
classical neuroanatomy, physiology, and development to today’s exciting buzzwords
like optogenetics, connectome and state-of-the-art imaging. The desire to decode and
decipher the brain is decades old. Recent years, however, have witnessed an unprece-
dented shift in our appreciation of brain function, with neurobiology now revealing the bio-
logical underpinnings of behavior and cognition and even making inroads into questions
that had been previously the sole purview of philosophers.
The most foundational of these research efforts—discerning the molecular, cellular, and
neural circuit basis of memory—is laid out in a Review by Eric Kandel, Yadin Dudai, and
Mark Mayford (page 163), who examine mechanisms of memory storage, maintenance,
and retrieval. The facet of the brain that wemay bemost in touchwith on a daily basis, emo-tions, is then explored by David Anderson and Ralph Adolphs (page 187), who in their Review tell us how cross-species analysis in-
forms the neural basis of behaviors. Finally, as research opens windows on brain pathologies, Matthew State and John Krystal (Re-
view, page 201) consider the challenges of deciphering and treating psychiatric illness and discuss how shifting diagnostic practices,
the explosive growth of psychiatric genetics, and improved neuroimaging techniques may fuel the search for desperately needed
therapeutics.162 Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
